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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Working in a software project is a challenge. People with different 
backgrounds are together working towards the goal of delivering a run able 
piece of software. As the development proceeds, different guidelines such as: 
Technology, quality directives, user goals, customer goals, style guides etc. 
will influence the design. This report will focus on the design of the graphical 
user interface and discuss how it benefits from making the guidelines explicit 
in the design process. Today it is identified that interaction design has a 
problem of reaching practical use in software industry. This thesis will present 
an approach to interaction design that can be used in practice in the complex 
nature of software development. The approach stresses the importance of not 
having only one perspective on design. A design group needs to have more 
than the end user’s perspective when developing an interactive product. In 
order to fit reality and fulfill user goals in the design, it is important to make 
the design process and its guidelines explicit to the developers. During this 
spring I have been involved in a large software engineering project, 
developing the interface design of an instant messaging application. In this 
Master thesis, I will explain how I developed my approach to interaction 
design in the organization of a project. I will also describe my experiences of 
working with the method of persona in order to make the user goals explicit in 
the design. The main purpose of this report is to show a practical way of 
working with interface design. The work resulted in traceability of design 
decisions, which was not the goal of this project, merely the result of an 
approach to design.  

Keywords: Interface design, personas, traceability 
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PREFACE 
 
 

As a student at the Blekinge Institute of Technology and the education 
program, MDA (Human, Computer Technology, Working life), I have chosen 
to do my Master thesis in the subject of computer science as part of a software 
development project. The MDA-program is an interdisciplinary education 
program that integrates Computer Science with Workplace studies. It aims at 
developing software with a special focus on the user. This program 
background has had a strong influence on my thesis within the subject of 
computer science.   

 
”MDA is an education with a focus on use and design. It’s about 
developing new technology supporting cooperation and learning 
what will work in different contexts. Within the Software business IT 
is today, more than ever, a big need for them who have the right skill 
for designing good technique.” [15] 
 

Because my education focuses on supporting Human activity in software 
systems, I chose to be part of a course (a 3 rd year course at the Software 
engineering program) were students learn to develop a software product for a 
real customer. My role in the project was to work with the design of the 
graphical user interface. Within computer science this role is given the label 
interaction designer. 

Before starting this story, I would like to send a special thank you to all of 
those taking part in “Kunskapsnätverk i Blekinge“1 (a company network) at 
Blekinge Institute of Technology, who has taken part in interviews and user 
tests. Already from the start I experienced a willingness to take part from these 
persons, due to the work of Jan Björkman, responsible for company relations 
at Blekinge Institute of Technology. I also want to thank Britta Kilander at 
UIQ Technology for taking the time to give us advice on project work. Also a 
thank you to my supervisor, Kari Rönkkö, for your constructive critique and 
advice that helped me write this report. Also thank you to Philippe Rouchy, for 
giving constructive critique on this report. Last but not at least thank you, all 
members of the Quill project group2 for giving me such good experience in 
working in a project.  

 

 

 Ronneby, 1 September 2003 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

When designing a commercial product the way of usage for hundreds of 
people are decided. These users all have divergent needs, experiences and 
motives behind their use of a product. Deciding the design of the graphical 
user interface therefore is a delicate part in order to please the majority. But 
users and their context of use is not the only thing to take into consideration 
when designing the interface of a program. Other things will also influence the 
design; (1) the technology involved, (2) the device in which the program will 
run, (3) other programs connected to the program, (4) Style Guides and (5) 
developmental limitations. This report will bring forward all of these 
guidelines and show how the design can benefit, if they are made explicit in 
the design process. With the knowledge of what influences the design, a 
designer is in a much better position to make the right design decisions. 

 
” (…) design inevitably involves making choices and these can never be any 
guarantee that the choices made are the right ones in an ultimate sense. What 
they can be are choices made in the light of the best information available at 
the time. “ [9 p. 139] 
 
The essence of design is about making choices and if design decisions are 

made in the light of the best information available, then programs designed 
carelessly can be avoided. The only important thing for the users is that the 
program will help them achieve their goals [1]. Connecting user goals to a 
development project is not always that easy because (1) they can be very 
divergent between users and (2) the context of use often is described in a very 
wide and unspecific way [7 p. 145]. Having a wide description of the users and 
their use context often is of limited use to a software team [1 p. 127]. When 
developing software I am interested in working with a strong focus on the end 
user. This focus on the end user is due to my educational background at the 
MDA-program.    

 

1.1 Target group 
 

This thesis is directed towards people interested in and/or practicing 
interaction design within software projects. The practitioner of interaction 
design often deals with a complex reality, not often described in research texts. 
In this thesis I want to give a practical contribution to the people practicing 
interaction design in the field, and hopefully make their job a bit easier to do.  
  

1.2 Problem Definition 
 

My aim with this report is to find out a practical way of working with the 
development of an interactive graphical user interface. My starting point is the 
filed of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). HCI is an interdisciplinary 
research field which:  

“…involves the design, implementation and evaluation of interactive systems 
in the context of the user’s task and work.” [3 p. 42] 
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HCI is placed in computer science, and has a scientific ground both within 
computer science and behavioral science [3]. Many articles within the field of 
HCI suggest new methods and theories on how to use HCI in the field. 
Unfortunately, despite the many techniques and methods suggested, HCI has a 
problem of reaching practical use in the software industry [3 p. 43]. To 
understand this problem we must see that; (1) reality always is more complex 
than a theory and (2) the methods described often highlights only one part of 
the design process. A software process is far more complex than to be 
described in one method, which is why HCI methods are hard to use and 
therefore almost never get used in practice [3]. In this thesis I will practice 
Interaction design, a role that have a strong focus on the usability of a product. 
Interaction designer is a role invented in HCI as an answer to the fact that HCI 
methods are not adopted by the industry [1, 3]. J. Preece and others declare the 
focus for interaction design: 

“designing interactive products to support people in their everyday and 
working lives. In particular, it is about creating user experiences that 
enhance and extend the way people work, communicate and interact.”[2 p. 6] 

Because human computer interaction is interested in the development of the 
design, implementation and evaluation of interactive systems, I start my 
research within this area. From this starting point I will develop my own 
approach to interaction design.  

1.3 Hypothesis 
 

My aim in this thesis is not to give a ready solution to the problem described 
above. Taking on such a task would be impossible due to the complex nature 
of the design process. Also, every project has unique circumstances and one 
solution is not certain to work in another situation. Rather, I want to describe 
one way of approaching HCI and interaction design that focus on uncovering 
guidelines3 for the interface design. By mapping the reality to these guidelines 
I explicit the complexity of designing and I hopefully refrain myself from 
hiding behind one perspective or method. In making the single parts in the 
guidelines explicit, I make my experiences available for other people in this 
field, practicing human computer interaction. The background scene for this 
thesis will be a real software project where I will try to uncover the following 
questions: 

 

1. How can one work with user goals in the design process in order to 
make them explicit? 

2. What different guidelines can be found that influence and 
constrain the design? 

3. What characterizes a good communicational tool within a 
development team? 

4. How can the design work be more efficient?  

 

                                                      
3 A guideline is knowledge from a certain area for example: style guides, technology or use 
context. A guideline can both inform and constrain the design. One guideline does not by 
itself rule the design of the graphical user interface. All parts interact and together form 
design decisions.  
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Figure 1 Design attributes

All these questions relate to an overall question; which are the constraints that 
an interaction designer stands in front of in a software development project. 
Because each project is influenced by unique circumstances, the project 
described in this report must be seen in light of its own circumstances. 
Problems of connecting user goals to other design incentives will be dealt with 
in different ways depending on the situation at hand.  

1.4 Methods 
 

This report will be built upon a real development project, which I will use to 
visualize my ideas of how to apply interaction design in a software project. 
Because each project is unique, this project will be described in detail. The 

project was a large software engineering project 
were I, together with another MDA-student, 
Therese Westerlund Karlsson, worked out the user 
interface of a commercial product. Due to our co-
operation in the project, we have written the main 
parts of our reports together, but chosen to have 
slightly different focuses. My part of the work will 
result in this Master thesis, while Therese made her 
report on Bachelor level. Our work process can be 
seen as a journey where guidelines influencing the 
interface, after a while was discovered. The 

guidelines that affected this specific project came from; the persona4, the UIQ 
Style Guide, technical limits, developmental limits, testing, IM-applications, 
interviews and research. In order to get an overview of all of these guidelines, 
the circle in figure 1 was made. In this report each of these guidelines will be 
treated of in detail as the design process is described. It will be visible how 
each guideline contributes and how a design solution often is a compromise 
between guidelines.  

1.4.1 Persona 
In order to have a strong focus on the user, one important part of the project 
was the use of a persona as a representation of the users. The use of the design 
method, persona (2.3.2.2) in this project played an important role because it 
tied user goals to software requirements. Because of the small character of the 
project, we used the persona to explicate the users’ goals. The persona was not 
widely used to communicate the user goals to the entire team. Rather, it was a 
communicational tool within the design team only. A persona can be 
extensively used as a tool for communication between different groups in a 
project. But, due to the small character of our project, neither did the time nor 
effort required allow for us to develop this character of the method.  

1.4.2 Prototype 
Another important tool in the project was the use of a paper based prototype, a 
so-called, mock-up (4.1.1). This design tool was a dynamic representation of 
the Requirements Specification and analysis of the problem domain. Because 
the requirements are very hard to know from the start, the prototype was a 
correct update of the last decided requirements [3 p. 47]. The prototype also 
brought problems to the surface and therefore helped re-analyze the task 
ahead. This design tool was the most powerful tool for communicating design 
ideas between different groups in the project. Not only did it serve as a tool 

                                                      
4 An abstract representation of the users. 
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within the project, it was also extensively used together with real users, for 
example during user tests. The prototype carried the ideas of the real users and 
communicated them to the team.   

1.4.3 Design Principles 
The craft of designing the interface also required use of the six design 
principles, described in the area of HCI (3.1). During the design process my 
work consisted of with four major parts; (1) uncovering the user goals, (2) 
uncovering other guidelines for the interface, (3) adjusting these guidelines to 
the practice at hand, and (4) designing in accordance with issues of HCI (3.1). 
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2 THE PROJECT 
 

The project consisted of fifteen software engineering students and two MDA-
students. It was part of a project course where every Software Engineering 
student worked more than 700 hours in the project to get a Bachelor degree in 
Software Engineering. The goal of the course is to establish a way of working 
with software development that builds on commitment culture and project – 
and quality planning. In the course the students also will gain experiences in 
professional project planning, project organization and in the use of 
development models.  

Other aims of the course are to give students experience from working in 
an interdisciplinary team. The first time MDA-students joined these projects 
were in 1994 and since then they have complemented these teams within the 
area of users and design. I participated as a full member in the project during 
the first 10 weeks and after this I could be at hand if the project team needed 
my help.  

The project was assigned by the customer, UIQ Technology (2.1) to 
develop an instant messaging application (an application for sending and 
receiving short messages over the Internet) with support for different 
messaging clients for use in a mobile phone. Later the project was named after 
the product, “Quill”5, which originates from an association of writing 
messages with a “quill-pen” and also connects to the “Q” in UIQ Technology.  

 

2.1 UIQ Technology 
 
UIQ Technology AB is an international company with 
more than 100 employees, situated in Ronneby, Sweden.  

          The company develops the product, UIQ, which is a user  
friendly and customizable pen-based user interface for 
mediarich mobile phones based on Symbian OS6.  UIQ 
Technology was established in 1999 and is a fully owned 
subsidiary of Symbian Ltd. Symbian Ltd is a 
multinational telecommunication company developing 
operating systems, the Symbian OS and applications for 
devices connected to the mobile Internet, so called 
WIDs7. Symbian Ltd is cooperatively owned by the  
telecommunications companies SonyEricsson, Nokia,  
Matsushita (Panasonic), Motorola and Psion [16].    
 

2.1.1 3G – Communication Devices for the Future 
As we now are in the position of beginning the use of mobile services for 3G 
standard, devices and services need to be connected to each other in order to 
make the mobile internet happen. In 2001, Ericsson, Motorola and Nokia set 
up to work actively on the instant messaging systems in mobile phone. The 
objective of those industrials is to promote mobile services that integrate the 

                                                      

5 Quill trademark:     
6 Symbian Operating System 
7 Wireless Information Devices  

 
           Figure 2 

Figure 2 
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best of existing messaging and notification services on a network. Every 
mobile phone user of any given brand should be able to send any kind of 
message, independently by service or device [13]. 
 

2.2 Project Task 
2.2.1 Customer Goals 

When the customer, UIQ Technology, assigned the project the task of 
developing an instant messaging application with unique technology to be part 
of Symbian OS, it was with the overall goal of adding credit to the mobile 
phone as a communicational device and through this improvement increase 
sales of mobile phones. Another goal from the customer, represented by Peter 
Molin at the UIQ Technology, was to attract new categories of users. A special 
focus should be put on ordinary people, both in their private use and at work.  

 

2.2.2 Project Task 
UIQ Technology gave us (the project group) two main tasks; (1) to make a 
small stable instant messaging program and (2) to make the mobile phone 
choose connections and switch independently between GPRS8 and Bluetooth9. 
The Bluetooth connection is the preferable one because information can be 
transferred at a lower cost. The unique technology in the instant messaging 
program is for the program to function with many different protocols and 
devices. Below you can see the instant messaging program and in the bottom 
of the right corner the connection in use. 

 

  

         Figure 3 Contact list in Quill 

                                                      
8 General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) is a packet-based wireless communication service 
with continuous   connection to the Internet. It transfers up to 114 Kilobits per second. 
9 Bluetooth is a short-range wireless connection that makes mobile phones, computers, and 
personal digital assistants (PDAs) interconnect with a maximum range of 10 meters. It 
transfers I Megabit per second. This is the Bluetooth trademark:  

 

The little circle indicates the connection in use, blue 

for Bluetooth and green for GPRS. 
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The idea of Quill was for it to be an empty-shell and host of other messaging 
protocols. If a user wants to communicate with a contact using another 
protocol, he/she only has to connect the protocol to Quill. A plug-in platform 
to control the communication between Quill and external protocols was 
implemented. Two different plug-in protocols, Jabber10- and MSN11 were 
implemented to demonstrate the functionality of the platform. The MSN 
protocol was chosen since it is the dominant instant messenger in use and the 
Jabber protocol is an example of an open source protocol. The idea of the 
plug-ins is to open up for mobile independency, since they will make it 
possible to communicate with contacts using other types of instant messaging 
(IM) protocols, MSN, Jabber or ICQ12.  
 

2.3 Project Organization  
 

A requirement from the project course was that different roles were given to 
members in the project. These roles were: project leader, architect, test leader 
and quality coordinator. After the first half of the project, the roles shifted and 
other members tried them out. The project also had access to a Head of 
Department (HoD), a person with a lot of experience from software 
engineering and project management, which had the function of a mentor to 
the project team and the project leader. 

In the project we were 17 people working together. Having an overview of 
the ongoing work and progress in this large group was vital. To solve this we 
divided the project group into smaller sub-groups. Based on our different 
interests we could choose between: design, architecture, quality, test, 
implementing and management group (figure 4). Every sub-group announced 
their own sub-group leader and together with the Project leader they joined the 
Border group, responsible for the coordination between the groups.  

 
 

 

    

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                      
10 Jabber is an open source, XML-based instant messaging platform and the Jabber client and 
server can be downloaded for free.  
11 Microsoft’s messaging protocol: MSN Messenger 
12 ICQ messaging protocol:”I Seek You”. 

Figure 4 The groups have to coordinate their work with each other 
since they are working towards the same goal. The Border group is 
an integrated group with one member representing each subgroup.  

The project leader is 
responsible for 
keeping an overall 
view of the project 

Project leader 
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Each of the groups was responsible of the work in their sub group and had 
contact with other groups when there was a need for this. The project leader 
had the responsibility to follow up individual activities and keeping everyone 
working towards the same goal.  

 

2.3.1 The Design Group 
When referred to ‘we’/us or our work in this thesis, I will refer to the design 
group and the work done in this group. The design group consisted of three 
persons, I, Kristina Hellberg, Therese Westerlund Karlsson the other MDA-
student, and Joel Cassel, a software engineering student. One advantage with 
this group was the mixed educational background. As MDA-students we had a 
lot of experience with user investigations, while the software engineering 
student complemented the group by having a technical view to design 
problems. Before deciding on any design, technical issues and user goals were 
taken into consideration. This way the group had a better overview of a 
problem and the chances of fulfilling both the technological – and user issues 
increased. During the first half of the project we worked together in this group, 
developing the interface design. In the second half, the software engineering 
student became the Project leader of the team. The fact that he became the 
Project leader of the team was one important part of why the user focus was 
strong through out the project time. 

 

2.3.2 The Task of the Design Group  

2.3.2.1 The Instant Messaging Application 
Our task13 was to develop the design of the graphical user interface of the 
instant messaging application. In order to do this, we developed the System 
Requirement Specification, investigated the user context, developed the design 
proposal and conducted user tests. To get ideas for our program we looked at 
instant messaging programs in use today. Some ideas were adjusted to our 
circumstances (mobile use), and later implemented in the program. An 
important part of our task was also to design the graphics and the functions of 
Quill in consistency with the other programs of Symbian OS, i.e. follow the 
UIQ Style Guide (4.3).  

2.3.2.2 Personas 
Because our program could be used by any person using a mobile phone (a 
general user), we were assigned by the course leader to try out the design tool 
personas [7]. A persona is a fictional person that holds the interests of a 
particular user group. It is an abstract representation of the users and was 
originally used when marketing products to different target groups. Later 
personas also was used in product design, where its most famous pro-speaker, 
A. Cooper [1], a consultant in Software Engineering, extended the method and 
put an even stronger focus on finding the users’ goal with a program. This 
means that the persona should present the user goals, preferably before the 
System Requirement Specification is being written. Developing and using a 
persona in the way described by Cooper was not done in our project. Because 
we all joined the project at the same time, there was not any time to do a 
persona before the System Requirement Specification was decided. Instead our 
persona was created in connection to other parts in the design process. The 

                                                      
13 With our task we refer to the task of the design group. 
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tight time schedule described in each EVO-step (2.4) controlled the content of 
work that each project group should perform. By studying figure 5 one can see 
that the plan was to implement the majority of the interface in the first two 
EVO-steps. 

 

2.4      The Evolutionary Development Model 
 
One of the requirements from the course leader was for the projects to plan 
their work after the evolutionary development model, called EVO-model. 
According to this model the project work was divided into smaller easy to 
handle so-called EVO-steps. The idea of the steps, described by Gulliksen and 
Göransson [3], is to add increments (run able system parts) to a functioning 
software product. The evolutionary model is organized around incremental 
cycles and is developed incrementally14 and iteratively15. Experiences from 
earlier increments are used to define requirements of the following step. 
Within the cycles the development is organized iteratively; each cycle 
consisting of analysis, design, testing and implementation finally followed by 
integration and maintenance.  

Every increment is delivered to and approved by the customer, who has an 
opportunity to give feedback on the product. Feedback given at each delivery 
is then incorporated to the requirements for the next step.  

We organized our project in an evolutionary way with development cycles 
(in our project mentioned as EVO-steps) and deliveries of run able products 
for every step. However, working with analysis, design, testing, and 
implementation iteratively in each EVO-step as described by Gulliksen and 
Göransson [3], was not done in our project. We did divide the work into 
smaller EVO-steps, but the incremental growth and iterative process was only 
partly implemented. When beginning the project we decided to have four 
deliveries throughout the project time and this gave us EVO-steps of between 
3-5 weeks. In the figure 5 our development plan is described. For each EVO-
step, new contents were added. Important to notice is that GUI implementation 
was mainly performed during the first two EVO-steps, which had a direct 
affect on our work, since we would design the graphical user interface.  

 
  EVO 1 EVO 2 EVO 3 EVO 4 

          
Period 2003-02-17 – 2003-

02-28 
2003-03-03- 2003-
03-28 

2003-04-02 – 2003-
04-25 

2003-04-28 – 
2003-05-15 

GUI The main views and 
20% of the total 
GUI are done. 

Some functionality 
is implemented. 

90% of the total GUI 
is implemented.  

Full functionality 
in the GUI.  

          
Jabber  Research Send a message over 

the Jabber protocol. 
Authentication for 
requests. 

Taking care of 
errors. 

          
MSN  Research Classes and methods 

are declared. No 
functionality  

Start up the 
framework. 

Full functionality. 

Seamless Research Creates a socket 
towards a plug in 
server. 

Find Bluetooth 
access points 

Switch between 
Bluetooth and 
GPRS. 

Figure 5 Table with the content of each EVO delivery 

                                                      
14 Incremental development – New things is added to the program during the entire project 
15 Iterative development – Each steps (analysis, design, testing and implementation) are done 
many times 
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Before agreeing on the first increment the project team studied the developing 
prerequisites, like the programming language, the architecture, and the 
technical limitations of the project. At the same time the design group worked 
on identifying what functions were the most important considering the use of 
Quill. With this knowledge we could agree on the contents of our first delivery 
(EVO 1).  
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3 RESEARCH AREAS 
 

Before starting the journey of the design process of Quill, I want to share our 
main goal with the design. As one of our interviewees, working with usability 
questions at a company developing wireless devices, expressed his view of 
what characterizes a good interface, this became our leading lines: 

 
” (…) a well-designed tool on a computer should have such an intuitive 
interface that it will be obvious of how to do things.”  
[Interview 2, row 190-191] 
 
Developing an interface which makes the user unaware of its details was 

the goal we set up to fulfill. One important aspect of our product was the small 
display of the mobile phone, which were a major constrain. The small-sized 
interface of the mobile phone could easily get overcrowded if it would host a 
lot of functionality. In order to avoid this happening and to make the interface 
intuitive to use, we found the six design principles in human computer 
interaction very useful. Because these design principles are concrete, they are 
also easy to use in a real design situation. They are a good example of how 
advices should be given in order to be used in practice.    

 

3.1 Human Computer Interaction  
 

Traditionally HCI have studied how humans interact with computers and how 
this interaction can improve with the help from special techniques and 
methods during the development process [3 p. 44]. Within the research area of 
HCI such fields like, psychology, social sciences, software engineering and 
graphical design are of importance [2 p. 8]. When taking advantage of research 
within this field we found the advices on the so-called six design principles to 
be useful. J. Preece and D. Norman, both researchers within the field of HCI, 
describe theses design principles; visibility, feedback, constraints, mapping, 
consistency and affordance. They give practical advice on how to design user 
interfaces that is easy for the human being to use [2 p. 20-26]. We tried to look 
at each of these principles when designing our program, Quill. Below follows 
a short presentation, which together example will show their use in our design 
process. 

 
Feedback – feedback in an application guides the user actions and helps 

him/her know what to do next. In Quill, the text in the dialogues was an 
important guideline for the user. With the right combination of feedback and 
visibility we could guide the user’s interactions.   

Visibility – everything that is visible to the user (menu item, text and 
button etc.) guides the user. In Quill we did a small information icon right 
beside the contact name in order to help the user find more information about a 
contact. 

Constraints – this principle constrains the user’s interactions for example 
through deactivation of menu items. Some menu items were deactivated in 
certain views of Quill.  

Mapping – to use a user’s prior knowledge, for example the use of arrows 
to guide navigation in an application. In Quill there is a “go-back arrow” in 
every sub-view that guides the user back to the main view (figure 11).  
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Consistency – similar operations should use similar elements for 
achieving the same tasks. This principle was very important for our design, 
since Quill should work together with other programs in Symbian OS (UIQ 
Style Guide, part 4.3).  

Affordance – to afford means – “to give a clue” [2 p. 25]. We used icons 
(email, SMS, phone) in the sub-views to guide the navigation to other 
programs in Symbian OS (figure 13). 

 

3.2 Interaction Design  
 
Developing an interactive product we also used research within the area of 
interaction design. Interaction design is a mixture of different research 
disciplines. Of special interest was the interdisciplinary research of human 
computer interaction and software engineering [2 p. 8]. Research in these areas 
connects interaction design to software development. And since the issue of 
connecting empirical work, such as user investigations, to specific 
implementation requirements can be difficult, advices were important. Central 
to practicing interaction design is a user-centred approach to design [2 p. 12]. 
The area also stresses the importance of being specific when mediating user 
goals to a development team. In order to develop a user-centred design, the 
team therefore must express their user knowledge in such a way that specific 
implementation requirements can be drawn.  

In our project we had a problem with being detailed, since our users could 
be any future owner of a mobile phone. Through the use of a persona the most 
important user goals where collected and communicated to the team. Using a 
persona, we were able to be both specific and general; that is, having room for 
all types of users and presenting their goals specifically. 

 In examples presented by J. Grudin, J. Pruitt [6 p. 3] and A. Cooper [1 p. 
144], all pro-speakers of the method persona, the descriptions of personas are 
detailed and have a close connection to the application in question. Below is 
an example of Cooper describing his persona, Clevis. Notice how the 
description of Clevis easily can be related to design: 

 
“Clevis had no experience with computers and no patience for the typical 
attitude of delayed gratification that most programs have. The solution to 
Clevis navigation problem was simple: He could not and would not 
“navigate,” so there could only be one screen.”  [1 p. 144] 
 

Cooper’s way of describing Clevis shows that being specific about a persona’s 
personal goals and the context of use is of importance. We decided to present 
our persona with both personal and application specific details so that single 
requirements easily could be derived. 
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Persona

IM-
applications

UIQ Style 
Guide

Technical 
limits

Developmental 
limits

Testing

Interviews

Research

4 GUIDELINES INFORMING THE INTERFACE 
DESIGN  

 
Researchers within interaction design as well as persona pro-speaker A. 
Cooper emphasizes an initial investigation phase of the user goals before the 
implementation can start [6 p. 1]. Not having a ready persona from the start, 
did not affect our work in a negative way, instead the tool merely amplified the 
result coming out from other methods. Different guidelines became influential 
in the design and new were constantly discovered. Any product is influenced 
by a unique set of guidelines, which all have an influence on the design. In the 
following I will describe how our design on the program Quill was influenced 
by these guidelines. An important issue to add before starting this journey is 
that finding users’ needs may not follow the path of the software development 
process. Like, no guarantee can be given that the most important guidelines 
that will influence the product will be discovered first. The result from this is 
that these two ways of working i.e. (1) producing software and (2) producing 
design incentives have to work to inform each other, which will be apparent in 
the following presentation.  

This circle presents all the guidelines informing the design of Quill: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
An overview of how the guiding parts in the circle above was used in the 

project: 
 

• Persona, based on interviews with users, amplified the result of other 
methods and helped prioritize between functions towards the project end.  

• UIQ Style guide, contained rules for the design and helped organize the 
interface in accordance with other programs in Symbian OS.    

• Developing limits, the knowledge within the team limited what could be 
implemented.    

• Comparisons of different IM-applications. Functions and design ideas 
were taken from existing programs. 

• Testing, mock-up sessions with users and testing of the prototype, gave 
feedback that informed the design.  

• Technical limits, technical limits of the mobile phone and the plug-ins, 
influencing what to present in the interface and which functionality to 
support. 

• Interviews with users from different categories, directed the 
choice of functionality and how to present it in the design. 

Figure 6 Guidelines informing the design
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The Design Process 

4.1 Research, Interviews and IM-applications  
 

Our research of existing research, interviews, and IM-applications, which took 
place before the actual design process began, played a central role in the first 
design proposal. Through the study of existing IM-applications, ICQ, MSN, 
Trillian, Miranda and Exodus16 and discussing their use with experienced IM-
users during interviews, we learned what is important when developing a 
useful IM-application. Below is an example of how design and functions in 
other programs influence our design.   

 
 

 

Functions we have been inspired 
by existing IM-applications: 

• History (contains old 
conversations) 

• Contact information (real 
name, phone nr, e-mail ) 

• Status (away, online, 
offline) 

 
Interface design 

• Contact list  
• Separating online contacts 

from offline, using lines 
and colours.  

• Use of status icons 
• The message (having 

history in message) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

As functionality had been valuated and discussed, two categories of users 
arose; (1) one group that merely used the application to send short messages 
and (2) the group that used the application merely as a source of information, 
looking at the contact list.  

Published papers, today available on the Internet, that present statistics and 
research investigations describing the use of IM-applications in different 
settings [8, 10, 11, 12, 14] was part of our first investigations. The below 
examples, collected from one of the articles, show the second group of users, 
using IM-applications as a source of information: 

 
“Several individuals reported that it was in fact the presence awareness 
feature, rather than chat or IM that brought them to the tool.” [11 p. 7] 

 
“An application that shows when colleagues are available, and makes it easy 
to non-intrusively signal the desire to communicate should facilitate this type 
of communication.” [11 p. 2] 
 

                                                      
16 A Jabber application 

Figure 7 ICQ/ Contact list

Status icon 

Figure 8 Quill/Message view

Interviews

Research

IM-
applications
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This use of instant messaging was confirmed by one of our interviewees. 
 
“When I arrive at work in the morning, I can see if a colleague in Australia is 
still at work or if he/she has left for the day. Is the person available, I can 
send a short message about something, to find out if I can call to discuss an 
important matter and then it’s good to check first through MSN.” 
[Interview 10, row 70-74] 
 

Taking advantage of information available in research papers helped us gain a 
better understanding of the target group and confirmed our prior information 
about what is special when IM-applications are used in the workplace. In order 
for our program to be successful we knew that our design would have to 
support this kind of informative use of the application. 

 

4.1.1 The Prototype 
The first design proposal was visualized through a paper-based prototype of 
the program, a so-called mock-up. The interviews had revealed two main uses 
in IM-applications (1) sending and receiving messages and (2) informative 
purposes: contact surveillance and reaching contact information. The first task 
was to design for both the message and contact information to be reached from 
the contact list. These two functions would probably be the most wanted 
functions in our program. In figure 9 you can see the first version of the mock-
up. As can be seen in the picture, both the message and the user information 
can be reached from the contact list. A touch on the contact name opens the 
view (a new page in the program) with the contact information, while touching 
the status icon starts the message view.  

 

    
Figure 9 The first mock-up 

 
Easy access to information about contacts was one of the things that came up 
during the first interviews, and it seamed as if this were especially important to 
our target group; people at work. To make them satisfied we agreed to link 
information about name, title, mail address and phone number from the 
phone’s address book to a special contact information view in Quill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status icon for showing 
status, linked to the 
message view  

Nickname of your 
contact, linked to the 
view with contact 
information 
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4.2 User Testing 
 

While working with the design of Quill it was important 
on a continuous basis to test the mock-up and the 
running program on real users in order to get feedback. During one of the first 
mock-up sessions the navigation between the different views where discussed. 
As mentioned in the previous part we needed to have good support for 
especially two of the views in our program; the view with contact information 
and the message view. It was of importance to capture the best way of 
reaching them from the contact list. The user was presented to the first design 
proposal (figure 9) but found the navigation to these views from the contact 
list to be a bit awkward:  

 
“It’s confusing that when you click on the contact name, the view with contact 
information opens.  It is the message that is the most important and not the 
information. The message view should be linked from the name instead of the 
information view. Contact information should be reachable from menus or by 
clicking some icon just beside the nickname instead.” [Mock-up session 1] 
 

After the session we discussed this part of the program and understood the 
user’s confusion of seeing the status icon as a symbol for the action: ‘send 
message’. It was also apparent that the icon and contact name were placed too 
close to each other (figure 9), linking to different views. The users were throne 
to make mistakes in navigating on the touch screen of the mobile phone. The 
solution to our problem was to make the name as well as the status icon link to 
the message. In order to navigate to the view with contact information we 
added a small icon at the right of every contact name in the list. The user 
would have to be very precise when clicking on the information view in order 
to reach it, so that s/he would not go there by mistake.  

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Information icon 
linked to contact 
information view 

Clicking the 
Nickname or the 
Status icon will 
link you to the 
message view 
 

Figure 10 The second version of the mock-up 

Testing
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      User testing on the mobile phone 

We started doing user tests on the mobile phone as soon as the first running 
version of the program was ready for testing. Equipped with a mobile phone 
and the latest version of the program we went to a company, where we met 

with people interested in using this product 
in their work. During one of these tests the 
contact information view was discussed. 
The test users felt that the information 
presented in the contact information view 
(name, IM-identification, mail address and 
phone numbers) would not be enough for 
professional usage. They also felt that 
company name and professional title should 
be visible in this view. When we discussed 

this matter in the project group we decided to support more information to be 
collected when linking to the address book of the mobile phone. Other 
important tools during especially the early faces were the UIQ Style Guide 
and the use of the Emulator following the Symbian SDK17 (4.3.1). 

 

4.3 UIQ Style Guide   
  

The UIQ Style Guide has influenced the design since the 
first draft of the mock-up. It consists of guidelines 
developed by UIQ Technology that will ensure all products 
of UIQ to look and work in a similar way. The Style Guide controls both (1) 
high-level regulations (like the design of a base/detail18 view) and (2) more 
detailed guidelines (such as, words to use in a program). Especially in the 
beginning of the design process when the main views were organized, the 
Style Guide in combination with the Emulator (containing all Symbian OS 
programs and a visual representation of the Style Guide, 4.3.1) taught us how 
to approach the placement of items in the GUI. Here is one example from the 
Style Guide: 

 

“The interaction style of UIQ is to click an entry from the base view, which 
immediately opens the detail view for the entry, as shown below on the right. 
The detail view is where the user can view an entry and make changes. The 
user can then close this window by clicking the 'Go back' button in the lower 
right corner.” 
[From: UIQ Style Guide/Views] 

 

 

                                                      
17 Software Development Kit. 
18 Base view: UIQ Style Guides name of the main view. Detail view: A view that can be 
reached from the Base view. 

UIQ Style 
Guide
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Figure 11 UIQ Style Guide/Views 

 

Sometimes the rules of the Style Guide were frustrating because they left us 
with little alternatives. They could even be in conflict with our own as well as 
users’ ideas. The unique use of our application and the goals of our users had 
to be taken seriously and weigh heavier than the guidelines. Persona pro-
speaker, A. Cooper stresses the importance of letting the user context govern 
the design.  

 
“Although style guides can help, they really don’t address Goal-Directed 
interaction design problems. These need to be treated on a case-by-case 
basis. Users with different goals use the various applications and each 
product’s interaction must address the appropriate goals.”   [1 p. 199] 
 

In those cases when the Style Guide was not in accordance with the goals of 
the users, the pros and cons of either following the Style Guide or the goals of 
the users was frequently discussed. A violation to a Style Guide guideline 
would require a very good reason. The Style Guide turned out to be a more 
important tool than we had first expected, because Quill only was one of many 
programs in Symbian OS. Being consistent with the Style Guide meant having 
every program in the mobile phone work in the similar way and this was an 
important usability goal.  

 

4.3.1 The Emulator 
The Emulator following the Symbian SDK19 contains all Symbian OS 
programs and therefore one could say that it is the UIQ Style Guide in 
practice. This tool was very useful to help render the guidelines in the Style 
Guide, but it also presented good design solutions that could be used in the 
design of Quill. Especially the Contacts program (the address book in 
Symbian OS) had several similarities with Quill, which will be presented in 
the following example. 

 

 

                                                      
 

Base view 
Detail view 

Back to Base view 
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       Figure 12 Contacts /Detail view 
                              

 

 

 

 

To the right is the ‘detail view’ of the Contacts program. When building the 
contact information view of Quill (figure 13), which was a detail view, we 
used the Contacts program as a starting-point. However, there were important 
differences between the programs. The main goal of the Contacts program is 
to store information, while the primary idea with Quill is communication. The 
information presented in Quill was therefore cut down because (1) information 
should only exist in one place (the Contacts program) and (2) people use 
programs efficiently. Unnecessary information can confuse or even irritate the 
user.  

Influences from earlier work (in this case the interviews) continued to play 
a role in the design. In this example the idea of not having too much 
information in the contact information view is amplified with research coming 
from earlier investigations. This example shows that when taking design 
decisions not only one parameter alone decides the design. Influences from 
tools like the Emulator were used together with other guidelines informing the 
design decisions. Here is a quote from an earlier interview: 

 
 “Interviewer: Do you have much information in your address book? 
Interviewee: Yes, the funny thing is that I actually use Outlook on the 
computer and the address book in my mobile phone. In the phone I only save 
phone numbers and in Outlook I also save mail addresses and other 
information. This because I find it cumbersome and time consuming to add 
information in the mobile phone.” 
[Interview 8, row 67-71] 
 

It is clear that people use applications effectively and only use those features 
that are unique for the application. This is why Quill only got information and 
features connected to the use of instant messaging. Other ‘nice to have’ 
features and unnecessary information were left out. The final solution to the 
design of the contact information view therefore was to give users the 
opportunity to reach information or functionality through links to other 

Figure 13 Quill/Information view 
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Symbian OS programs (in this example the Contacts program) and avoid 
having everything in the application. 

 

4.4 Technical Limits   
  

Different technical circumstances also had an influence on 
the design of Quill. Especially characteristics in the 
different plug-ins MSN (Microsoft Messenger) and Jabber (an open source 
protocol), but also the limitations of the mobile phone put constrains on the 
design. Both external and internal technical circumstances affected the design.  

 

4.4.1 External Guidelines 
The two plug-in protocols, MSN and Jabber, which were implemented in 
Quill, had a rather large influence on the design. Because Quill should present 
one interface only, differences between the protocols should not be visible in 
the design. This became an issue for discussion at the design of the contact 
information view. A first idea to get detail information on a contact was for 
Quill to get the information from the protocols, each time a user would go 
online. This way the information always would be correct and the user would 
not have to put in information twice. But because each protocol stores slightly 
different information we had a problem. The consequence of getting the 
information from the protocols would be a violation to the design rule of 
Consistency [2 p. 24]. We needed to have a similar design in the program and 
a similar design between the different programs in the Symbian OS (see the 
Emulator and Style Guide, 4.3.1, 4.3). Because every protocol stores different 
information our solution was a compromise. Information stored in the 
protocols, the UIQ Style Guide, our ideas for the application, and the work 
involved all resulted in a final solution: (1) only information accessible in 
every protocol should be saved in Quill and (2) a link to the address book of 
the mobile phone would give the user the opportunity to collect more 
information if necessary.  

 
 
  

 

2. Link to the 
address book of 
the mobile phone. 

1. Protocol 
information,  
(nickname, id and 
real name). 

Technical 
limits

Figure 14 
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4.4.2 Internal Guidelines 

 
  

Since the software, Quill, will run together 
with the other programs in the mobile phone 
the limited memory capacity has to be taken 
into consideration. A feature that give the 
user the opportunity to decide the number of 
messages he/she wants to save in history 
(contains old conversations) will affect the 
size of the program. The size of our program 
will affect the speed of the whole mobile 
phone, which is why the program needs to 
be kept small.  

 

Figure 15 
 
 

One feature that had a more indirect influence on the design was the seamless 
part. The customer wanted the connection used in Quill to switch 
independently between GPRS and Bluetooth. After weeks of work, it was clear 
that this technology did not work on the mobile phone we were designing it for 
(the SonyEricsson p800). While a lot of effort was put on a feature nobody 
knew did not work, some user oriented features had to be deferred.  

 

4.5 Persona 
 

20We used our persona in many different situations in the 
design work. Our persona was useful as a base for 
discussions about our user and his/her needs. As the work 
of developing the persona continued we acquired more and more knowledge 
about the user. This helped us focus on the user needs while designing the 
interface. When we had developed the persona, Malin Sjöqvist (27), we could 
be more specific when discussing the user goals. The specific description of 
Malin’s needs in Quill helped us get a better understanding of whom we were 
designing. When discussing details in the design we could always turn towards 
Malin and talk about what she would have wanted.  

Every suggestion coming from, for example user test, where first 
compared to and evaluated according to Malin needs before adjustments were 
made in the design. We have tried to follow Malin’s goals as far as possible 
when making the design. The following present one of about ten goals each 
connected to a specific user demand in the program. This is an abstract from 
the document about Malin.  

One goal is: Effective use, for example to quickly be able to change 
medium: 

                                                      
20 For a detailed description of the persona development process, see Appendix 1. 

Persona
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 “Malin is interested only in seeing the information that is of most use to 
her. Effective is another keyword. One example of this is that she wants to 
quickly be able to switch between the contact list view and the detail view 
to get some information of her contact.” [Appendix 2] 

 
“… nice to see phone numbers of the contacts through one simple 
command.” [Appendix 2] 

 
The solution of being able to quickly change medium was to add an icon next 
to the phone number/ e-mail address in the view with contact information. By 
touching the icon next to the phone number/e-mail address (figure 16) the 
phone would dial the number or send an e-mail to that contact. 

Because it is important for Malin to be effective in her use, we decided to 
make the linking between the contact list and the view with contact 
information as easy as possible. This design suggestion had already become an 
important issue during user tests (4.2) and interviews (4.1). The role of our 
persona as a tool very often gave similar guidance as previous research papers 
had shown. The persona amplified other investigations and therefore 
convinced us that the design decisions were the right ones. 

Another example use of Malin was as an evaluation tool when other 
influences suggested a change. For example, when the suggestion of adding 
more information (work title and company name) to the contact information 
view came up, Malin’s goals were checked. The suggestion had to be in 
consistency with these goals in order to get implemented. 

 
 

 
  
Figure 16 Quill, Information view 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Icon linked to the email 
program. 
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4.6 Developmental Limits  
 
Before agreeing on the System requirement 
specification the design group had to take into 
consideration the technical knowledge in comparison 
to the time available in the project. Every function 
added had to be carefully estimated and evaluated to make sure that the project 
would not break the time schedule. 

The developmental limits affected the design of Quill in many ways. This 
became especially apparent when we got suggestions on new features from the 
user tests. Changes that would not have any large affect on the program (like 
changes in menus or names on buttons) were suggestions that could be 
implemented in the next EVO-step. There was not enough time for making 
bigger adjustments, like adding new functionality to the program, even if this 
would be useful for our target group. Below follows an example of how the 
time put limits on what could become feasible in the design. 

 
 
 

When a program will be used 
professionally other things can 
affect the design. It is for 
example common for a 
professional to have many 
different contacts. S/he might 
want to sort the contacts after 
the company they work at. 
Some of the contacts can be 
part of more than one network, 
which is why it can be 
important to have the 
possibility of assigning a 
contact to more than one 
group. This suggestion was 
one of the results from one of 
our user tests. Even though this 
was a wish from our users we 
had no possibility of adding 
this feature to our program 
because of the limited time. 

 

 
 

Many functions like the one in the example have been removed from the list of 
priorities because of our developmental limits. When prioritizing between 
tasks the programming skills of the project group also had to be taken into 
account. Another function we were not able to have in our program was a 
sorting function in the contact list. This function would let the user decide in 
which way to sort the contact list; by first name or by last name. This function 
was removed because the time needed for the implementation was too great in 
comparison to the extra credit it would give to the program. 

 

Figure 17

Developmental 
limits
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5 DISCUSSION 
 
During the design process of this project the different guidelines have 
informed and adjusted the design as time went by. One important reason for 
why these guidelines were made explicit in the design process was due to the 
method, persona.  

In the development process of creating a persona, much effort is put on 
bringing forth and out the most important user goals for the program. This 
focus on the end user goals during the main parts of the design process also 
gave a better focus on other guidelines influencing the design. I believe that 
most projects have some kind of awareness of which guidelines are affecting 
the design. However, due to the development process of the persona, the other 
guidelines were made clearer. The knowledge of how the other guidelines 
would influence the design set up the scene for how the program could be 
adjusted to the users’ needs.  

 

5.1 Empirical Work and Software Development 
 

One of the main goals of this thesis is to find out a practical way of working 
with user goals in a software project. Much has been written about the 
obstacles of translating user goals into software requirements [7 p. 145]. 
Fitting user goals into the software process in the way for example described 
within the area of interaction design can be a problem. Interaction design 
prescribes that the investigations and descriptions about the users’ goals and 
context should be performed before a project starts [2 p. 169]. This may all be 
good, but problems often occur when these “high-level” user goals should be 
translated into detailed software requirements [7 p. 145].  

One reason for this problem is that during prior investigations the 
developer does not have the full picture of unique circumstances and therefore 
may miss out on getting the desired answers [9 p. 126]. To know what will be 
of importance is not always obvious until the implementation work has begun. 
A developer performing user investigations before a project starts may be 
occupied looking at the wrong details. Besides this problem of looking at the 
right things, the high-level user goals that have been found out at this point can 
be hard to specify in implementation requirements. Because more than user 
goals influence the end program, user investigations done in parallel with the 
development process itself will produce more useful user goals for a 
programming team [7 p. 147]. 

As an example of how new things constantly arose and affected the 
program we will look back at one development product design. After the first 
couple of weeks, there was a demand from the project that a first draft of a 
design should be at hand. In this design the focus was on technical and 
practical issues such as, consistency with Style Guide (4.3) and other programs 
in Symbian OS. Prior user investigations also had their influence on the 
proposal, but the point is that we as designers through this work gained new 
knowledge about other parts, affecting our design. This new knowledge gave 
the forthcoming interviews a better focus. 

The technical aspects of a development process are influential and 
therefore important to for a designer to make visible in order to work with 
them in a concrete way. Involving the empirical work on users into our design 
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was in this project possible through the use and parallel development of the 
persona.  

 

5.1.1 Using Persona as a Design Tool 
In the project we used persona as a complement to other methods (part 4). This 
was not a conscious choice from the beginning, but rather how things turned 
out due to the overall project organization (2.4). The first idea was to develop 
the persona before deciding on any design. However, for reasons already 
described our work was more in coherence with how J. Grudin and J. Pruitt, 
both co-workers at Microsoft, work with the method persona. They express its 
use like this: 

 
 “We always design before putting up buildings” and claims that designers 
have an innate ability to make intuitive leaps that no methodology can 
replace [6] understate the value of user involvement.” Personas as used by 
Cooper can be valuable, but they can be more powerful if used to 
complement, not replace, a full range of quantitative methods. Personas 
amplify the effectiveness of other methods.” [6 p. 1] 

 
The most important function of the persona was as a communication tool 
within the design team. During the creation of the interface and as design 
problems occurred, the persona was used as a problem solver. When exploring 
the area of design, Sharrock and Anderson [4] highlight the design process as a 
form of reasoning between individuals within the design team. In this sense the 
user plays the role of a scenic feature [4 p. 10]. As such it gave us a concept 
for reasoning about design rather than direct input. The continuous work of 
developing the persona, made the user become a natural part in discussions 
about the interface design. 

Because the persona is a representation of all users it has a lot of power. 
When reasoning about design and using the persona in the discussions it is 
easy to mix up the persona goals with the goals of one’s own. There is also the 
risk that the persona focuses on the wrong user goals, because a designer and 
not the users create it. Too much emphasize on the persona may lead to the 
neglect of the real users in the design process. Also J. Grudin and J. Pruitt 
emphasize [7 p. 150] that a persona never should replace the real users, but 
enhance a user focus. 

During our design process the prototype of the program, the paper based 
“mock-up” (figure 9), was another important messenger of the users’ goals. 
Since the prototype was used during user tests and continuously updated, it 
complemented the persona as a representation for the users and also served as 
a communicative tool in the project. 

 

5.2 Traceability in the Design 
When practicing interaction design it is important to have knowledge about 
user context and the technical aspects that will influence the design. Not until 
we have required this knowledge can we design the best solutions form a 
user’s perspective. A first step towards developing user interfaces in a more 
conscious way is to map the design. Designing is a complex matter and having 
an overview of the problem domain is important. A project team can use an 
abundance of different tools in order to make this complex work easier to 
handle. Making the influences explicit, such as our circle of design guidelines 
(figure 18) is a good way of getting an overview of the design. A map like this 
will make it easier to separate the different guidelines from each other and to 
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trace the design decisions back from their origins. 
This map has helped us become aware of why we 
have made certain decisions, and what the result of 
those decisions has been. The guidelines also have 
influenced each other, and resulted in different 
compromises in the interface. 

In the beginning of this project we had no idea 
that mapping the design would become such an 

important part of the work. We started the project with the belief that the one 
thing influencing the design the most would be our persona, but instead we 
ended up with a whole circle of guidelines (figure 18) influencing different 
parts of our program. All of them were informing the design in one-way or 
another (part 4). 

By studying figure 19 in detail, we can see how three different guidelines 
all influence one particular view: (1) the MSN protocol, (2) the persona Malin, 
and (3) the Contacts program which is the name of the address book in 
Symbian OS. The protocols put the first constraint on what information to 
present in this view. Because the information stored in the different protocols 
was not exactly the same, we chose to collect information that could only be 
gained from every protocol in the market (user ID and nickname). The persona 
pointed toward a certain user goal; to be able to change medium in an easy 
way (linked icons, 4.5) and contributed to the design. Another influence that 
put constraints on the content of this view was the Contacts program in the 
mobile phone. In order to have consistency in the technique, we would only 
present information logged in Contacts program, the address book. The design 
of the Contacts program was followed when creating this view for the reason 
of Consistency (3.1) between programs. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Being able to show what factors influenced the design was not just important 
for the design itself; it gave me as a designer credibility in my work, when 
talking to the team as well as when being in contact with the customer. 
Knowing why I am designing in the way I am makes it easier for me to stand 
my ground in arguments concerning the design. 

Protocol belonging 

Adress book 

Persona 

Protocol, user ID and 
nickname 

Figure 19

Figure 18 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 
As a result from my experiences in the project, I developed my own approach 
on how to apply interaction design. In this approach I want to distance myself 
from only working after one method or perspective, like many approaches 
described within the area of human computer interaction [3 p. 44]. In order to 
remember what parts often fail when applying HCI/interaction design in the 
field, I will cite myself from the beginning part (1.2) of this thesis: 
 

“To understand this problem we must see that; (1) reality always is more 
complex than a theory and (2) the methods described often highlights only 
one part of the design process.” 

 
My approach to interaction design stresses the importance of explicating 
guidelines in the design. This work is important in two ways: (1) the design 
decisions will be easier when you know what to consider and (2) the 
guidelines highlights in what area information lacks. The interface design is in 
many ways dependent on technical solutions, and it is an advantage to have as 
many technical constrains discovered as possible early in the process. Neither 
of the guidelines should be infringed by a design decision and in my approach, 
users’ are but one important part of a successful design.  
 

6.1 User-centered design 
 

A user-centered approach to design is a very important aspect of interaction 
design and the user goals should preferable guide the implementation. In this 
project, the persona representing the users was developed in parallel with other 
work. It did not disadvantage from this. Rather, this way of working made it 
more powerful as a design tool, because the user goals could be better 
described. As more and more technical details were discovered it was easier to 
find out what questions to ask during interviews with the users. The last 
version of the persona was of much better use, than the “high-level” goals 
described in earlier versions. Not only did the persona gain from this 
intertwined work, so did other aspects such as technology solutions. This way 
of working with a persona, is similar to how J. Grudin and J. Pruitt recommend 
its use [6 p. 1].  

In my project, the method persona helped make the users’ goals available 
to us as designers. Having each goal described in a detailed manner helped us 
remember what to focus on in the design. I believe that methods that highlight 
different aspect of a complex reality can contribute, because they make the 
design easier to handle. Just as the persona helped us focus on the users’ goals, 
other methods, which have other focuses, make other important issues 
available to project members. New tools can be useful is they share the same 
characteristics as the persona, i.e. (1) filtering out interesting parts of a 
complex reality, and (2) being a good communicative tool.  

 

6.2 Tool characteristics 
 

Tools that can serve different purposes for different people are especially 
useful communicational tools. In this project, the mock-up had the character of 
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such a tool, because both designers and programmers find it useful. The 
programmers could use it as an implementation specification, easily read 
because it’s visual nature. While for the design team, it highlighted problems 
and guidelines. The mock-up also served as a perfect communicational tool 
between the different sub-groups in the team. Everyone can easily understand 
a paper interface, and in the discussions parts of the mock-up could be moved 
around.  

In order to be adapted as a tool for communication, the tool has to make it 
easier to solve a certain problem. Otherwise it will not be used. This cannot be 
said to many times. If there is one thing I have learned during this project, it is 
that people are very economical in their use. To illustrate the importance of 
this, I will cite one of our interviewees responding to the question of: Are you 
the type of a user that constantly tries out new settings for your applications? 

 
“No, not only for the sake of it. It’s more if I can see that I’m gaining 
anything of it, if I can see that it suits me better to have a setting in a special 
way.” [Interview 2, row 199] 

 
The same response as this answer could be collected for people no matter what 
the task is. In this project work for example, the project members would not 
use a tool if they did not see any obvious point in using it. This issue is not to 
be forgotten irrespective of motives. 

 

6.3 Source Criticism 
 

In the project described, I say that we had a very strong focus on the users 
during the entire development process. One should know that due to the short 
time limit of the project, which was not any unusual situation, we only did 
interview approximately 25-30 people. This is a very small group of people, 
when you think about the large group of people that may use the product if it 
reached the marked. Because our product was ordered by UIQ Technology 
they wanted certain things from the product, and these this had nothing to do 
with the product reaching the market. The reality is more certainly that our 
product only will serve as an example program for the developers at UIQ 
Technology. When developing their version of an instant messaging program 
our program can serve as an example program. With this background, one 
could say that our user investigations were quite enough.  

The people taking part of our interviews were almost only 
experienced users of instant messaging applications or users of other 
communication tools, such as SMS or email. A reason to this was due to their 
fastidious character. Our motive for selecting these people where that they 
probably would highlight important aspects of instant messaging. The 
interviews lasted for about one hour.  

The users where represented in the persona, and there only ten of the 
most important user goals was made clear. During the development of the 
persona many ideas coming from the users were left behind, because they did 
not fit with our user representation. E. Beck writes about the so-called: 
“residual category” and shows that it sometimes is interesting to look at the 
things we leave behind [5]. Because the persona only should contain the goals 
of the target group, we had to filter out only goals that fit with our target 
group. A problem with our persona is that it was developed from a very 
limited group of people. We can not be certain that the interviewees behind 
our persona were the right group of people to represent. These are 
uncertainties that always are present when a company chooses to use a persona 
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in the design process.  When talking about using a persona in the design 
process another important aspect to bear in mind is to ask oneself if the work 
on a persona is worth the effort. The character of the program under 
development very much sets the scene for when it is useful to have a persona. 
When developing a product of a general user as in our project, the persona can 
be of use. But, one can also see through reading the design process of our work 
(part 4) that the user goals was a very small part of the actual design. When 
looked at in this light, working out a persona may be too much effort put on 
the wrong things. It might for example have been a better idea to focus on 
technological constrains earlier in the project.       

 

6.4 Future Research 
 

Interesting for the future is to further investigate how software details can be 
made explicit through the use of different dynamical methods such as, mock-
up, prototype and persona. In order to develop good interactive systems we 
can not look at HCI as something going on separate from the software process. 
The user interface gets developed in parallel with other parts of a product and 
therefore, the software process also needs to be analyzed in order to improve 
HCI work. Controlling documents like, the System requirements specification 
and the Product specification are of special interest, because they control the 
work to a large extent. Analyzing these would probably be useful also from a 
usability perspective. For example, usability and quality requirements often 
are quite vaguely described and more detailed descriptions would especially be 
useful to the interaction designer. 

From the usability perspective of HCI, it might be appropriate to ask when 
investigating the use context: What kind of information is necessary for the 
development of this particular product? And at what level of detail should it be 
described? A too detailed description of the use context may confuse rather 
than help. Instead effort should be put in finding out the real usability and 
quality requirements that needs to be fulfilled by the product. Just as important 
is to find out the limits of the product. Limits are important and they also need 
to be explicitly described.  

Another suggestion for further research is to find out tools that explicit 
other guidelines that influence the graphical user interface. Very often the 
tools are not invented to help the developers. They can for example be made 
for a customer of for some other divergent reason. I believe that tools needs to 
be designed that support only the work of the developer. 
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7 GLOSSARY 
 

Name     Description       
                
Base view     The most important view in UIQ Style Guide,  
      which links to less important detail views.   
                
Bluetooth     Bluetooth is a short-range wireless connection  
      that makes mobile phones, computers,   
      and personal digital assistants (PDAs) interconnect. 
                
Consistency     A design principle, described extensively   
      within HCI by D. Norman.     
                
Contact     A person to share messages with in   
      a messaging program     
                
Contact information   The view in Quill where the detailed    
      information about a contact can be found.   
                
Contact list     List of contacts in the Quill program   
                
Contacts 
program     The name of the address book in Symbian OS. 
                
Context of use     The use environment of a product   
                
Detail view     Work within the UIQ Style Guide on the    
      second views, reachable from a base view.    
                
Developmental limitations   Could be for example lack of knowledge   
      within a project group, time limits.   
                
Emulator     A representation of the mobile phone    
      where all Symbian OS programs is part.   
                
Evolutionary development model A model for organizing project work   
                
EVO-step     Specifies the content of each delivery    
      in the EVO-model.       
                
Exodus     A Jabber application       
                
GPRS     General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) is   
      a packet-based wireless communication    
      service with continuous connection to the Internet.  
                
Human computer 
interaction   An interdisciplinary research area that focus on  
      the design, development and evaluation of    
      interactive computer system.     
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ICQ     ICQ messaging protocol: ”I Seek You”.   
                
Interaction 
design     “Main focus to develop usable tools for people  
      … see Preece”       
                
Instant messaging (IM)   Sending and receiving messages over the Internet 
                
Jabber     Jabber is an open source, XML-based   
      instant messaging platform and  the Jabber  
      client and server can be downloaded for free.  
                
Personas     A fictional representation of the users   
                
Plug-in platform     A platform that allow different protocols to be 
      used in the instant messaging program.   
                
Protocol     A technical description for communication over  
      the Internet.       
                
Message     Refers to the message view in Quill.   
                
Miranda     A charge free messaging protocol   
                

Mock-up     
A paper based prototype of the graphical user 
interface. 

                
MSN     Microsoft’s messaging protocol: MSN Messenger 
                
Technical limitations   Limitations in the technology     
                
Trillian     A charge free messaging protocol, which works as  
      an open shell. The user can send and receive  
      messages from different protocols.   
                
Scenic feature     A concept for the users when reasoning about design. 
                
Symbian OS     Symbian Operating System     
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9 APPENDIX 

9.1 1 Developing a persona  
9.1.1 Fantasy persona 

The cyclic development of the evolutionary development with a demand of an 
agreement of the fist delivery had pushed us to conduct a number of interviews 
about what functions were the most important for our program to have. But the 
questions of who would be our typical user, what he/she would work with, 
how old would he/she be and so on still remained.  Finding enough people to 
interview for creating a persona was very difficult and the limited number of 
people to meet with and the urgent need of getting to know our user was the 
reason why we started to build a fantasy persona. Our fantasy persona was an 
imaginary user, the way we believed he/she would be, according to the 
information we had collected during our first interviews. To get a feeling of 
our user, what kind of person he/she was, we put together information like age, 
profession, family and interests. Working with specifying our fantasy persona 
has helped us in being aware of our own thoughts about what person we 
imagined our future user to be. Being aware of our own thoughts has helped us 
separate our own thoughts about the needs of the user from the personas needs. 

 

9.1.2 Using a persona mall for developing a persona  
We were inspired to the idea of using a persona mall by the way Grudin and 
Pruitt [7] presented their persona in one of their articles. The information of 
the persona was presented in a detailed way and with connections to system 
functionality and this guided us in what information could be important to 
have for our persona.  

In collecting as much information as possible and to avoid getting the 
wrong information added to the malls, we went through our interviews several 
times. This is an example of how some of the information from the interviews 
was abstracted to the persona mall: 

 
(Extract from one of our interviews) 
“Are you a sensation seeker or?  
- Yes, I learned to use a snowboard last week. … So I made my first “grind” 
in the “Snow park” last week. I will not tell you how many times I hit my but! 
… Yes, I have always wanted to try new things out also in my work. “ 
[Interview 2, row 247] 
… 
” How often in a day do you use ICQ? 
Often if you go to talk or phone people it will be a lot of noise, I mean you 
talk about other things than work. Therefore both email and ICQ or whatever 
program you like, is an advantage because you can be both short and precise 
in order to deliver the exact message and then off it goes.”   
[Interview 2, row 46] 
... 
(This shows how that information was abstracted to the persona mall) 
“John is a very open person that easily talks to other people. He is curious 
and likes to test new things all the time; this is true also at work. (…) John 
also wants to be able to perform his tasks both quick and efficient. He wants 
to have creative and challenging tasks. He is likes to work with a focus on 
result and sometimes rather sends an instant message to a partner close by, 
than talking directly if the conversation concerns some detail.” 
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… 
 

All of our interviews were taped and transcribed into text and made it possible 
to us to get the details of our persona right. We could also return to the 
transcriptions when we were in doubt of the exact goals and thoughts of a 
particular person. That is also why it has been very important having a good 
documentation record of our work. 

     

9.1.3 Abstracting our persona: Toward the general user 
When working with abstracting our persona, the information from the persona 
malls was used as a starting point. The work was conducted stepwise and the 
whiteboard was used to get an overview when compiling information for every 
person. The first step was writing the name and age for every person and the 
next step adding characteristics of his/her personality. Finally, goals/needs 
according to our program were added for every person. Here you can see an 
extract from our work at the whiteboard: 
 

     
 
 
 
 

The picture shows the compiled information of a 34-year-old male, based on 
the information from the persona mall. The red text shows personal 
information and characteristics like for example that he is adventurous, 
curious, is focused on the result, fond of technique, has a family and so on. 
The word availability is marked as a keyword since we found that word to be 
the most important according to his personality. Written in blue are the most 
important features considering his needs of our program, concisely and fast. 
Those needs are related most of all to his work situation, where it can often be 
important to get in touch with and get an answer from a colleague at work at 
once.     

The next step was to identify different archetypes. Since none of us had 
any practical experience in developing a persona we found it difficult to know 
which people could together form one archetype and which people needed an 
archetype of their own. We were easily confused by similarities in peoples 
work situation, age and characteristics. To be able to separate those needs in a 
better way, we discussed the information from the persona mall several times. 
The work was conducted stepwise and we returned to our sketches on the 
white board during several occasions. This helped us in getting some distance 
to our work and by that also seeing more clearly which persons could together 
form one archetype and it was also a help trying to in avoid pitfalls like 
forming groups of people on the wrong basis. We started with adding the most 

Figure 20 This is a picture showing our work 
abstracting a persona on the whiteboard. 

Personal characteristic

Needs/goals with our program 

Most important keyword  
considering personality 
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obvious persons we could find of each character. The picture shows one of our 
first sketches of the work of dividing users into different archetypes.  

 
                                        

 
         

Figure 21 Forming groups of archetypes 
 

So far five different archetypes have been identified, each of them consisting 
of one or two persons. By marking keywords and linking archetypes to each 
other we were trying to find similarities between different archetypes that 
could together form one group. 

This work continued until we had formed as many archetypes that all of 
the persons were participating in one group; some of them a group of their 
own. Now we had to identify which of the personas should be our main 
persona. We started by removing three of our archetypes since none of them 
were a typical user. One of the archetypes removed were a persona that was 
not very fond of those kinds of program, the other two were so advanced that 
they would be able to manage all types of program. The archetype finally 
chosen for our design persona was Archetype 1, with a big need of being 
available to other people and of communicating with colleagues on the office.  

 

 
Figure 22  

 

 
The users of this group are 
only  sporadic users and does 
not have a big interest of our 
program. 
 
 

Similarities between these are 
for example an importance of 
being correct in their writing 

 
These two groups are both 
having a big net of contacts 
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When we had finally decided that archetype one was our main persona we had 
to build up a persona with name and characteristics to be able to mediate a 
picture of our persona. Presenting a detailed description about the 
characteristics of the user and his/her goals is one way of making the persona 
feel more like a real person.  Besides giving him/her a name you can also 
make a description of where he/she lives, what car he/she drives, family 
situation and so on, it can be important also to give a background to her work 
and family status. We started with compiling the needs and characteristics of 
our persona, figure 23, and then we worked on giving her a background with a 
profession and a family history.  

 

   
Figure 23 

 

  
 Figure 24     

 

The work of abstracting a persona continued during two weeks and finally we 
had identified our persona, Malin Sjöqvist to present to the group.   

 
 

Needs of IM: being available, overview of how to get 
in contact with other, quick communication, 
notification, change medium, group contacts, have a 
history, easy to use, fun to use… 

 
 
 
Characteristics: friends, mobile, 
established, curious, social, regular mobile 
phone user, technical background, short 
messages for colleagues, intern 

i ti

Social life, spend a lot of time with 
friends and other couples. 
 
Started her work career with 
producing components for 
telephone switches, then she 
worked at department of customer 
service during the next summer.  
Now working as a support technician of 
telephone switches at Ericsson. 

 

Social status, living together with Anders 
(30) in an apartment in Södertälje. 
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9.2 2  Persona: Malin Sjöqvist (27) 
Background 

Malin is quite an ordinary girl. She was born and grew up in Norrköping, 
Sweden. Malin has always been interested in technology, which was the 
reason she chose to study the Machine Technology Program at KTH in 
Stockholm in 1995. She was happy with this and during the following summer 
she was fortunate enough to get a summer job at Ericsson in Södertälje. 
During this summer she also met her boyfriend, Anders. He worked as a 
software developer at Ericsson. Because Malin and Anders had decided to live 
together she commuted between Stockholm and Södertälje during the 
following autumn. During the second year of education Malin got tired of 
studying and when the summer began she started to work at the customer 
support at Ericsson in Södertälje. She enjoyed working at Ericsson and when 
she got an offer to prolong her temporary summer post, she decided to take the 
year off from collage and accept the offer. 

In the spring of 1997 the electronic business developed quickly and Malin 
got an offer from her boss to get an in-house education at Ericsson. Being able 
to get an education for free and besides that keep her wages was an offer Malin 
could not resist. She started to work at customer service, and stayed there for 
one year. Since 1998, Malin has been working with support and education of 
Ericsson’s many customers. Malin often gets in contact with telephone 
technicians at Telia and is today a much appreciated person at the different 
companies she visits.  

 

Family 

Malin is living with her boyfriend Anders (30) 
She lives in a 3-room apartment in Södertälje. She has many friends, and 
meets with couples as well as single friends during her spare time. 

 

Spare time 

Malin likes to keep in contact with her friends. She can sit for hours talking in 
the phone. She also likes to go out for a coup of coffee or to go to a gym. 
During weekends she and Anders often invite friends for dinner. Most of all 
she likes to spend her spare time together with Anders and just relax. It is 
important to Malin to separate her work and her spare time. When she is not 
working she always keeps her job phone off. 

 

Characteristics 
Malin is a curious person. This can be noticed in her active private life as well 
as at work. 

 
“ (…) Yes, but it has always been like that I have always wanted to try out new 

things and this is also true at work.” [Interview 2, row 249] 
 
Since Malin is a happy and social girl, she is very liked among the 

customers at work. Most of the customers are middle-aged/older men, who 
appreciate when she keeps up with their jokes.  
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Work 
Malin is quite content with her salary of 24.000 SKR. but she hopes to achieve 
more in the future. At work she educates people in how telephone shunts work. 
She also gives technical support to customers. She works in close connection 
to her customers, answering their technical questions. 

It is important for her to be available to the customers most of the time and 
because of this she has a mobile phone from Ericsson. She uses her mobile 
mostly for brief communication with colleagues and customers. The mobile 
phone is her most important tool at work. This makes her an experienced 
mobile user. 

 
Malin’s demands of Quill: 
To be available for others 

In Malin’s work with technical support it is important that both the customers 
and colleagues can be able to reach her. They need to see if she is at work or 
not and how to get in contact with her. When she is at work she can always be 
reached through her mobile phone, which she almost never turns off. 

One example from Malin’s everyday life shows how important it is to be 
“online”. 

 
“Last week things were piling up at the office. I arrived as usual to work 
around 8 am and was immediately sent to a meeting where I became put 
during the entire morning. In the hurry I didn’t bring my mobile phone. After 
lunch several customers worryingly called to hear if something had happened 
to me. Some of them were really irritated and felt left behind.”  
Why do you not answer when I call? One shouldn’t need to search for you an 
entire morning.” [Test session 1] 
 
During meetings she leaves the mobile phone on, but without the signal. 

To be able to choose if it is a call she wants to take it is important that she can 
see who is searching for her. On the Quill application she needs to be able to 
both read and answer short messages without disturbing anyone. 

 

To know how she can get in touch with others – to have an 

overview 

Malin has several different types of contacts in which the customers have a 
prioritized role. She is often on the run and it can be important for her to 
quickly get in contact with a colleague to be able to answer question for a 
customer. Quickness and having an overview are key words. For example: 
Malin doesn’t want to spend an hour trying to reach a colleague and then find 
out that he/she in on a vacation. 

 
Quick communication 

When Malin is visiting a workplace and quickly needs to get hold of a 
colleague, she wants to be able to choose a communication that causes as little 
trouble as possible. Since Ericsson is paying for her mobile calls a new media 
has to be easier than making an ordinary phone call. Otherwise she will not use 
it. The advantage of using a messaging application for sending a question is 
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that these kinds of messages usually don’t include much besides the question. 
Ordinary phone calls with colleagues back at the office can often get time 
consuming since they often start with a polite conversation. Instead she can go 
right to the problem. 

 
“Do you make your own settings? It’s more if I can see that I’m gaining 
anything of it, if I can see that it suits me better to have a setting in a special 
way.” [Interview 2, row 199] 
 

Want to be notified of a call  

As you already know, there can be consequences if Malin misses a message; 
especially if it is an urgent message from a customer. Sometimes the customer 
gets impatient or angry that he/she won’t be able to reach Malin. Since 
customer support is an important service in order to keep the customers 
confident and positive towards the company, she has the policy to rather 
answer one call too many than one too less. 

 
“It’s important to keep good customer relations. I butter up my customers by 
being polite and available to them at any time. That I’m available is 
important to their opinion about me and our company.” [Test session 1]  
 
 

Want to be able to choose how to be notified 

When Malin is at a meeting or pays a visit at a customer she doesn’t want to be 
disturbed by beeping sounds or ringing phones. But still; she does not want to 
miss any important calls since she knows that some of her customers 
dislike/are not very fond of leaving messages on her Eurovoice. The Eurovoice 
is an answering function on her mobile phone. Malin wants to make her own 
settings to be able to decide for herself how to be notified. At some occasions 
a blink in the status field is enough. A blink is discrete but will still let her 
know that she has got a new message. In other occasions a beep or signal is 
more effective and will help her noticing that she has got a new message.  

 
 

Be able to change medium quickly 

Malin is interested only in seeing the information that is of most use to her. 
Efficiency is a keyword. One example of this is that she wants to be able to 
switch between the ‘main view’ with the contact list and the ‘detail view’ of a 
contact to get information of one of her contacts.   

 
”... it is good to be able to see the phone numbers of your contacts just by 
using a short command.” 
[Interview 3/2-2003, row 54-55] 
 

In the detail view she can easily choose what number she wants to dial. By 
tapping the icon (SMS/Email/ICQ ... is shown as icons for the simplicity) next 
to the phone number, the phone will dial the number automatically. The same 
is for sending an e-mail.   
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Wants to be able to sort contacts into groups (store many 

contacts) 

Malin has many contacts in her contact list and that makes it important for her 
to sorting her contacts into different groups.  

 

Important to see the history 

Malin sometimes get in contact with many people at the same time. That 
makes it important to be able to see the whole conversation (the dialog of sent 
messages) for one contact. Using the history function helps her in not loosing 
any important information and not to misunderstand a conversation. The 
history will also make it possible to save important information until she 
arrives at her office. 

  
Simple to use 

Malin wants to keep things simple and not make them unnecessary 
complicated. She is not very fond of complicated menus with contents that 
don’t match what she wants to be able to do within a certain view. She finds it 
pleasant to use programs that are reminding of the ones she already knows, 
since she does not want to spend a lot of time in learning a whole new design. 

 
”It is difficult to remember in which menus to find what functions. I always 
have to look for them if there are no quick commands to use in the program. 
This is the truth of all IM programs. One example of the importance of 
consistency is the way a send messages by using quick commands in 
ICQ/msn.”  
[Interview 3, row 75-76) 
 

Malin finds icons to be easy to use since she doesn’t have to use complicated 
menus that often are looking different in different pages. She finds that too 
much information sometimes can disturb when she is searching for a 
something in the program.  

 
Wants to be able to make settings to make her work more 

effective  

Malin wants to get a quick overview of her contacts. Since she has many 
contacts in her list she needs to sort them into groups. She wants to be able to 
decide for herself what contacts or what group she wants to see. Sometimes 
she even wants to hide some of her contacts or to hide all of her offline 
contacts from the contact list. Now and then Malin has a need of filtering her 
contacts. In those cases she wants to receive messages only from one/some of 
her contacts. This can be an important feature if she is in occupied a meeting, 
waiting for an important message from one of her contacts.  
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9.3 3 Transcription from Interview 2 - 12/2 2003 
 

Present at interview:            Man, working as a consultant at a small IT-company 

                      Kristina Hellberg, mda00 

                      Joel Cassel, pt99 

                      Therese Westerlund Karlsson, mda00 

 

 

We started the interview by explaining that we had some new questions planned for 

this interview compared to what we had send him in advance. Because the project 

work had advanced, the needs for the interviews had changed a bit.   

This interview was performed in Swedish and here is a direct transcription:  

 

 ”T- Ja, vi är fortfarande intresserade av det här med Instant Messaging program.  Vi 

undrar, använder du något sådant program över huvud taget? 

M – Ja, vi använder dem egentligen både i projekt och även privat här också och 

även för att kommunicera internt. Och just när det gäller projekt, vi har ju många 

projekt just när vi sitter eller där vi är engagerade i ett projekt där det finns andra 

parter med och då kan det vara bra att liksom snabbt kunna kommunicera saker på 

ett enkelt sätt då. Tittar vi idag, det finns ju väldigt många sätt att kommunicera på i 

projekt, man kan skriva mail, man kan ringa och man kan skicka SMS, ja säg vad. 

Tar vi instant messaging eller det är väl ICQ som vi använder ganska mycket då, så 

är det ett enkelt sätt att få fram ett meddelande, jag menar du vet att mottagaren läser 

det någon gång förmodligen, kanske inte ser det direkt för de kanske inte finns där 

just då men det kommer fram. Så vi är pro. 

T- Men det är även andra som ni har kontakt med sa du, andra företag då eller? 

M- Ja om vi säger att vi har ett samarbete, vi säger att vi har ett gemensamt projekt 

helt enkelt. Och då kan det vara intensivt då, det kan vara att någon håller  på att 

rigga något någonstans och sitter och jobbar under tiden och sedan behöver fråga, 

vilket kommando ska jag slå eller, då går det fort. Istället för att skicka det i ett mail 

och du ska dra igång din mail-applikation så kan du ha koll på flera saker  samtidigt. 

T- Hur mycket använder du det, dagligen eller? Är det många du använder det med 

varje dag? 

 M- Ja, vi har ju ingen uttalad policy eller strategi för det utan det... Det är ju många 

företag som förbjuder det helt enkelt så att man får inte använda ICQ eller MSN 

Messenger. Jag tror att det handlar mer om att man tror att folk sitter och chattar hela 
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dagarna då än att det skulle vara några säkerhetsproblem, vi säger att det skulle 

ramla in en massa virus och elände, trojanska hästar och sådant, utan det handlar nog 

mer om att man inte litar på sin personal helt enkelt. Här är det mer, egentligen 

liksom, det är väl en frihet under ansvar. Att man får ta ansvar för sitt arbete och det 

gäller egentligen generellt när det gäller allt här då, att man får en uppgift att lösa 

och så är det upp till individen att göra det. Och vill man sitta här mitt i natten och 

göra det eller man vill sitta här på dagen och göra det, om man vill göra det inom en 

period på en timme eller om jag vill göra det på tre timmar och jag gör en massa 

annat under tiden det bryr vi oss inte om utan man har en deadline då det ska vara 

klart så får man disponera tiden själv bara man tar ansvar får sitt eget arbete.  

K- Men blir det mycket att ni, ni sitter i och för sig nära varandra i ett rum här, men 

att du ändå skickar iväg ett litet hur gör man… 

M-Precis, 

K- det kommandot, att du ändå ställer frågan via ICQ fast ni sitter ganska nära ändå. 

M- Ja, precis. För ofta är det så att om man går och pratar med folk eller ringer till 

folk så blir det rätt mycket brus, jag menar man snackar om annat också under tiden. 

Därför är egentligen både mail och ICQ, eller vilket program man vill ha, en fördel 

för då kan det vara kort och koncist för att få fram det exakta budskapet eller 

informationen och sedan så iväg med det då.  

J- Hur pass mycket blir det? Är det varje kvart du skickar ett meddelande eller är det 

tio om dagen? 

M- Det är svårt att säga, det kan vara väldigt olika. Det kanske händer någon gång i 

timmen i princip att man skickar ett meddelande. Det kan ju lika ofta ramla in ett 

som att jag skickar iväg då. Men det är ju inte så mycket som man skulle kunna tro, 

det att man sitter och skickar fram och tillbaka hela tiden, utan det är väl ett 

komplement ser vi väl det som egentligen. Och det är nog väldigt olika individuellt 

här på företaget då att vissa använder det mer och det finns vissa som inte använder 

det över huvudtaget. Vi har inte sagt att detta är ett officiellt medium utan det är ett 

komplement och det är på individen. Vi har inte sagt att det inte får användas eller… 

T- Ni har inte sett något negativt ur säkerhetssynpunkt heller…  

M- Vi satt och diskuterade lite grann egentligen, riskerna med det och visst det kan 

kanske ramla in saker via ICQ och Microsoft Messenger, men det kan det göra via 

mail och lite annat också så att det gäller bara att ha ett hyfsat förhållningssätt till 

det. Det som kan vara ett problem med det eller som kan vara jobbigt med mail 

också är att man kan bli spammad också och det kan gå i perioder, men det kan vara 

mycket sådant skräp också. Det är väl egentligen en av de negativa sidorna. 
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J-Hur gör ni här på jobbet, har ni någon intern server eller... 

M- nja.. 

J- alltså ni blandar allt… 

M- Eftersom vi egentligen inte har ett uttalat förhållningssätt till det, det kanske kan 

bli det om vi formaterar det hela och uttalar att i det här projektet så är det en formell 

kommunikationsform, men som det är nu, folk installerar lokalt på sina burkar och 

kör det lokalt. 

K- Hur är ni organiserade här på företaget, finns det mindre  undergrupper här på 

företaget som sinsemellan samarbetar, eller… 

M- Vi är ju inte så jättemånga över huvudtaget, vi är ju... som jobbar med 

teknikprojekt är vi tretton totalt och ur den gruppen så plockar man små grupper som 

jobbar mot kund i ett internt projekt då. Och de grupperna kan vara allt ifrån en 

person eller till alla tretton, och en person kan vara med i en eller flera grupper. Så 

att det är så det fungerar att man bildar smågrupper beroende på vad projektet är, för 

det kan vara små arbetsuppgifter som är i ett projekt eller något som ska genomföras 

K- Så det är mycket möjligt att ni samarbetar mycket kors och tvärs beroende på 

projektet… 

M- Man har ett projekt och då är det som styr och det finns alltid någon som är 

ansvarig för projektet och då är det de som styr. 

K- Kommunikation, hur är det med möten/informella möten… 

M- Vi sitter väldigt tight här i ett öppet kontorslandskap så väldigt mycket 

kommunikation är shout. Vi sitter i ett litet utrymme här bortanför här också, så ofta 

när det är ett projekt så kör man ett möte inom en viss tidsintervall bara för att få 

fram progressen, oftast tar man upp vad skulle vi gjort sedan sist, vad blev gjort, vad 

blev inte gjort och så att man kan komma vidare. Sedan är det ju väldigt mycket, vi 

använder alla former av kommunikation som finns i princip. Det blir en 

kommunikation av det som är bäst för tillfället. 

K- Använder ni mycket mobiltelefoner och sådär? 

M- Ja, vi använder väldigt mycket. 

K- Ni kommunicerar mycket på det viset? 

M- Ja, det blir mycket SMS, och det blir mycket, vi fuskar lite också och bygger 

egna portaler och så med instant messaging, instant messaging är väl egentligen det 

ni ska göra fast på Symbian då. Vi har gjort för bl.a. Pocket PC. Så det kan användas 

också i den gruppen då det passar. Men vill man använda det som formalia är det 

alltid bra om man får det nedskrivet då och, man kan ju logga en IM dialog, men vill 
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man följa upp kan man i alla fall ha något mail så att man kan följa upp det och 

relatera i efter... 

T- Arbetar ni mycket utanför kontoret? 

M- Det finns ju många som arbetar ute på fältet men det är då mest i marknadssyfte, 

det är ju inte bara markandsarbete, utan det kan ju vara teknikarbete också ute på 

fältet och då blir det mycket mobiltelefoni, i och för sig de sitter med Laptops också 

eller en PalmPilot eller en Pocket PC, PDA och då kan den vara uppkopplad med 

Bluetooth, GPRS och då kan man köra online med det här ändå. 

J- Ni har alltså egenutvecklade servrar för att köra? 

M- Vi utvecklar ju då kommunikationsplattformar som samlar tekniker i en svart 

låda kan man säga. På den kan man bygga applikationer, mobila tjänster eller 

integrera olika applikationer med mobila enheter, telefon eller PDA eller vad de må 

vara, P800 kanske, och de applikationer vi bygger idag, själva produkten är den här 

kommunikationsplattformen som vi säljer då, och sedan lägger man tjänster till 

kunden uppe på det här då. Det har kommit upp fall då det har varit önskemål om 

Instant messaging, exempel ett företag som har en egen portal som ligger på en PC 

där de får fram affärskritrist information...  

 

Telefonen ringer, det är en i personalen som kollar om konferenstelefonen i rummet 

vi sitter 

 

M forsätter- Jo, företagsspecifik information och affärskritisk data som man helt 

enkelt kommer åt från PDA: n via en portal och då ligger liksom informationen på 

serversidan. Och sedan så hämtar du bara hem den och tittar på den via PDA:n via 

krypterade, ja vi kör via WAP eller protokollet så att säga. Så har du din 

affärskritiska information så länge du ligger påkopplad tillgänglig, sedan när du 

kopplar ifrån så är det på servern, istället för att du tankar över information som 

många gör, synkar in topphemligheter på sina Laptops och PDA och sådant, så stjäls 

de eller försvinner så blir det ett himla rabalder om det där. Det är ganska märkligt, 

man pratar om säkerhet just när det gäller information. Så länge man är innanför 

brandväggen så är man väldigt restriktiv, men så fort man ska ut på fältet så kan man 

tanka över hur mycket som helst utan några … det är lite dubbelmoral i det hela, så 

vi har gjort det på det viset istället att du laddar inte hem lokalt, utan du tittar på det 

ifrån din fjärr-, din mobila enhet. Och där i de sammanhangen har det kommit ut det 

här med instant messaging, att man vill ha en cellkorg(?) kanske där ute på fältet. 
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Ofta kanske de försöker ringa varandra men då kanske det inte är någon som svarar 

och då kan det kanske vara enkelt att det kommer alltså upp direkt i deras lilla portal. 

K- Är det viktigt att man är tillgänglig, att du är tillgänglig för andra? 

M- Ja, är jag online så är jag online… 

K- Ja, att folk kan nå dig, det kan ju vara på mobiltelefon eller... men att du blir 

nådd… 

M- Ja, det är ju lite grann hur man är som person också tror jag. Om man vill vara 

alltid tillgänglig, om man vill vara online. Jag tycker liksom att om man jobbar i en 

sådan bransch där man förväntas vara online eller tillgänglig så att säga så det finns 

inget värre än när man skickar iväg ett mail till någon där man förväntar sig ett svar 

och där man kanske får vänta i ett par veckor. Och det är därför kanske som instant 

messaging kan vara en fördel då eftersom du får alltid en snabb respons. Det får man 

ju i och för sig på mail också men det finns olika attityder och förhållningssätt till 

det. 

K- Är det viktigt att du kan se var andra är, att du kan se att de är anträffbara, att du 

kan veta. Det kan du veta via instant messaging där… 

M- Jag kan ju se om de är online, och visst det är ju alltid intressant. Det beror lite 

på. Jag vet att det finns företag som håller på med instant messaging där man håller 

på att experimentera med att man kan se vilket medium de finns tillgängliga på om 

det är telefon, ICQ eller på mail eller på ett annat sätt. Jag jobbar på ett projekt som 

är väldigt tight, alltså det, när det är kris och man verkligen behöver få tag på folk är 

det bra att veta var folk är och hur man kan få tag i dem. Då kan det vara viktigt. 

Annars, är det, i det dagliga är det inte så jätteviktigt att jag måste veta exakt nu var 

de befinner sig, det får ju inte bli den här kontrollen eller övervaknings, att jag alltid 

har koll på alla andra och tvärt om.  

K- Men ändå att man ser att de finns, om de är hemma eller, jag menar om de är 

borta en vecka på skidresa så ser man det liksom. 

M-Ja, då kan det vara bra att veta. 

K-Det här om hur du kommunicerar med andra kollegor har vi pratat om genom 

andra kanaler… 

M- Det kan ju vara intressant med ICQ på en javatelefon eller kanske en p800 om 

man bygger en applikation där, om vi tittade på GPRS nyss så betalar du ju för 

datatrafiken och ingenting annat, du betalar ju inte för den tiden du ligger 

uppkopplad, och vi tror ju mycket på att mobilitet handlar mycket om att vara online 

alltså inte bara att man har en bärbar enhet utan man ska ju vara online också och så 
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länge jag har telefonen på kan det ju vara intressant att ha den möjligheten även där 

då. 

T-Dator använder du mycket i jobbet misstänker jag, men använder du den hela 

dagen- sitter ni och knappar hela dagarna eller… 

M- Det är svårt att säga hur vi använder datorerna, visst om vi sitter och utvecklar så 

sitter vi ju vid datorerna aktivt med datorn hela tiden. Men även om du inte utför en 

arbetsuppgift på datorn så finns den ändå där och kan pocka på uppmärksamhet om 

det ramlar in mail eller meddelanden eller vad det än är även om du sitter och läser 

något annat eller skissar på något annat så finns den där i närheten medan om när jag 

sitter här nu så, jag tror inte att, jo faktiskt jag har telefonen på mig, så kan ju inte 

den pocka på min uppmärksamhet just nu då. Så att visst vi jobbar ju in en bransch 

där det handlar väldigt mycket om att sitta vid en dator så att det blir ju så.  

T- Använder du datorn mycket hemma också, på kvällarna och så… 

M- Nej, jag har ingen bredbandsuppkoppling så… Det kunde säkert ha varit mer än 

vad det är men det är inte särskilt mycket alltså. 

T- Du sitter inte och spelar hela kvällarna och så? 

M- Nej. 

K- Vi funderar lite på vilken typ av användare du är, hur avancerade kunskaper… 

M- När det gäller instant messaging?  

T- Nej över huvud taget. 

J- Hur du lär dig saker. Klickar du omkring och utforskar saker hela tiden eller läser 

du manualen eller… 

M- Jag är nog den, jag använder nog manualer visst det gör jag men jag är inte sådan 

bångstyrig som vägrar att använda manualen utan jag försöker testa och lösa 

uppgiften beroende på hur intuitivt interfacet är då. Egentligen ska ju ett interface 

vara så intuitivt att man inte ska behöva manual då. Är det inte det och jag inte kan 

klura ut det själv så visst använder jag manualer. Men ett väl designat verktyg på en 

dator ska ha ett så intuitivt gränssnitt så att det ska ge sig själv hur man gör saker om 

det inte är väldigt abstrakt det man gör, alltså väldigt komplexa verktyg då alltså.  

K- Är du en sådan som ändrar inställningar och så, alltså håller på och ändrar på 

allting. Det finns ju vissa användare som ska hålla på och ändra på allting. Vissa gör 

det lite för sakens skull… 

199. M- Nä precis, inte för sakens skull. Det är mer om jag sett att jag vinner något 

på det, att jag sett att det passar mig bättre att ha det på det sättet så. Jag går inte in 

och lattjar runt det första jag gör utan försöker få en bild av hur det funkar och sedan 
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så upptäcker jag nya saker kanske då och då. Men det kan nog skifta väldigt 

individuellt även här då. 

K- Jo, det är mycket individuellt hur man går tillväga. 

T- Är du en sådan snubbe som är duktig på tekniken bakom också, hur allt funkar… 

M- Jag, ska väl, jag har inte koll på vilka protokoll som ligger bakom, jag är nog mer 

en användare. Ok, när vi börjar titta på lösningar och utveckling här som gränsar till 

det här så kanske man till och med går in och läser en spec. men det… 

J- Du är inte inne och hackar i Linux-kärnan? 

M- nej, nej… 

T- … du ska inte bygga din dator själv och så där? 

M- Nej… 

J- att det är viktigt att skruva på den … 

M- Det finns sådana här också … 

K- du ser användningsområdet mer, inte så att du ska pilla för sakens skull… 

M- Nej, samtidigt som jag försöker lära mig lite mer om vad som finns bakom, under 

ytan. Det ser jag också som ett problem att man lägger för många abstraktionsnivåer 

på saker och ting. Titta på dem som höll på med datorer för tjugo år sedan så, de var 

ju så illa tvungna att gå långt ner och rota, så långt ner man kan egentligen. Idag ser 

jag lite faran även när det gäller utbildningar när man egentligen fjärmar bort så 

mycket av tekniken som möjligt. Ett typexempel kan vara att man lär sig kanske att 

utveckla saker med ett särskilt verktyg som kanske till och med spottar ut kod i bästa 

fall och du kanske blir en sådan van användare i den miljön så att går du till ett annat 

företag som ska lösa samma problem fast med andra verktyg så är du ”lost”. Det är 

ju livsfarligt, det är ju bättre att man lär sig, att man fortfarande kan använda ett 

kommandofönster. Att man fortfarande kan en enkel editor, alltså ”basic” grejer då. 

Att man har det med sig i botten. Sedan är det inget som säger att du inte ska 

använda ett annat verktyg i botten som gör att du blir snabbare och effektivare.  

K- Att man har koll… 

M- Ja, bara man har koll på grundkunskaperna så är det andra helt ok.  

K- Sedan har vi lite andra typer av frågor och de är lite mer personliga kan man säga. 

Vi vill liksom filtrera fram en användare… 

M- Ja, en profil. 

K-Ja en profil lite grann, och ja första frågan, har du någon familj, barn och sp? 

M- Ja, jag har en sambo och ett barn, en pojke på åtta. 

K- Fritidsintressen sådär lite allmänt? 
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M- Ja, vad gör jag. Kom precis hem från skidsemester. Det är kul att åka skidor på 

vinterhalvåret. Jag tränar ganska mycket, simmar, på somrarna så vindsurfar jag 

ganska mycket, kajak, seglar, ja massor. 

K- Datorer och sådant? 

M- Ja, det är perioder. Jag har installerat Linux hemma jag också, fast det är nog mer 

för att hänga med och känna att man behärskar det och även att se tänket bakom då. 

Men jag är inte den som sitter och pillar varenda dag, det är jag inte.  

J- När det gäller sporter och sådär, är du en sådan där ”wild” människa som ska testa 

på kajak och allt sånt där. 

M- Sensation seeker… 

J- Är du en sådan eller? 

M- Ja, jag lärde mig åka snowboard förra veckan. Det har jag sagt i flera år att jag 

ska göra men nu gjorde jag det. Så jag ”grindade” första gången i den här 

”snowparken” i förra veckan. Jag ska inte tala om hur många gånger jag slog på 

ändan… Jo, men det har alltid varit så att jag har alltid velat prova nya saker och det 

gäller även på jobbet då så att det är lite i den generationen som jag tillhör är det inte 

självklart att man använder ICQ. Så det har väl mycket med olika bakgrunder och 

åldrar vad man blir. Vi diskuterade likadant här igår, ja vi hade Björn Stille här igår 

förresten och diskuterade bland annat utbildningen borta i Karlshamn lite grann då 

och han säger det att när han skickar mail till de där borta så är det inte säkert att de 

läser det, däremot så skickar de, de kommunicerar med honom väldigt mycket 

genom SMS. Och han själv har blivit ganska stor ICQ användare bara för att kunna 

prata med andra elever. 

K- Det är ganska intressant att man går över till ett annat medium om det andra blir 

för krångligt. 

M- Folk som kanske är något äldre än mig, när de vill kommunicera med någon 

annan, då ringer de. De mailar inte, det finns andra som går fysiskt till en, vill alltid 

prata, liksom ha ögonkontakt. Och en del skriver bara mail och en del kör bara då 

kanske ICQ och chattar hej vilt. Det är ganska intressant om man gör en studie. Vi 

säger, om man har en profil som på vilket sätt de här människorna kommunicerar, 

vilket som är mest vanligt då. Det finns i och för sig de som använder sig av många 

olika men vad som är typiskt just för den typen av människor. Jag ska väl inte säga 

att jag har varit med och använt ICQ i alla tider, utan det har kommit för ett par år 

sedan, eller instant messaging över huvud taget. Det har funnits mycket också om 
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man tittar på chattar då, man kan ju sätta upp en Chat som man använder internt 

också. 

K- Och sedan tänker jag ju att det sprider sig också, även om man är lite äldre och 

egentligen inte skulle vara med i den här IM-generationen så tar man till sig det ändå 

för att man är i den branschen där det krävs. Hade man jobbat i en bransch där det 

inte så kanske man inte hade påverkats lika mycket. 

M- Det är nog likadant när vi tittar på SMS idag, när man tittar på SMS har ju tillhört 

ungdomsgenerationen mycket och tar vi nu de senaste två kanske tre åren så har ju 

den äldre generationen tagit åt sig SMS till att använda. De får SMS av sina ungar, ja 

barnbarn också så, vad ska jag göra med det här? Det blir ju så illa tvungna att lära 

sig. Och sedan är det alltid så att har man väl fått in nyttan med det här, och skapat 

ett behov, kanske till och med ett beroende så är det mycket lättare att ta det till sig.  

K- Sedan har vi några om att lära sig, vad är viktigt för dig personligen, är det viktigt 

för dig med ordning och reda, är det viktigt att göra saker personligt. Om du skulle 

tänka på överhuvud taget, vad skulle du säga är utmärkande för dig liksom. Om du 

tänker på hur du vill ha det runt omkring dig och sådär. Det kanske inte är så lätt att 

svara på… 

M- Kanske lite grann av vad förväntar mig av min omgivning… Jag förväntar mig 

att min omgivning, att personer som jag jobbar med kan ta ansvar för sina egna 

handlingar så att säga. Och att de kan ta initiativ och att de inte behöver köpa allt 

som jag kommer med, utan jag förväntar mig att bli ifrågasatt. Att man liksom kan 

komma fram till vettiga saker, i gengäld så kan ju jag även ta till mig saker och 

utföra saker fast jag kanske inte helt samtycker men det finns ramar som säger att jag 

måste hålla mig innanför det och då får jag köra på det så att… 

K- Är det viktigt att man kan lösa saker på sitt sätt, att man har personligt utrymme, 

det är viktigt? 

M- Ja, just det här att om jag delar ut en uppgift till någon som den ska lösa så, jag 

förväntar mig ett resultat och jag kommer inte att stå med pekpinnen och tala om hur 

de ska göra. Utan jag förväntar mig att de ska kunna komma fram till det själva. Det 

kan finnas givna ramar som jag sa då, som man ska hålla sig inom. Men just att man 

har möjlighet att vara kreativ inom sin lösning för att komma fram till resultatet. Så 

jobbar vi här väldigt mycket då alltså, att vi inte står med piskan och talar om att du 

ska göra på det här viset och läs den här manualen för att kunna göra den här 

arbetsuppgiften. Utan den som får uppgiften får försöka lösa den själv då och det 

finns alltid information att tillgå och det finns alltid mycket kunskap inom huset men 

det förväntas att du som har uppgiften ska ta initiativet.  
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K-När det gäller sin telefon och sådär, att göra saker och ting personligt är det 

någonting som inte alls är så viktigt. Håller folk på och ändrar detaljer och färger… 

Kan du märka det… 

M- Det kan också vara policys, som på Ericsson, här har du en telefon, den är 

färdigkonfigurerad, du ska inte göra någonting i inställningarna, du ska bara göra det 

här och det här och det här och ingenting annat… Här får du, de företagstelefoner vi 

har här, då får du en telefon och du får ett abonnemang och sedan så, åtgärden frihet 

under ansvar, ringer du väldigt mycket till Japan och Kina och Australien så visst 

kommer folk och säger till att du kanske inte ska göra det, vi får utdrag på hur 

mycket vi nyttjar våra tjänster varje månad också så att vi ser ungefär vilken nivå 

som är rimligt att ligga på. Men sedan är det helt vidöppet och det tvärtom så 

premierar vi att folk är kreativa i sitt användande. För vi ska ju ändå leva som vi lär, 

när vi ändå håller på med det vi gör. Jag menar om inte vi hade sysslat med WAP 

och lattjat med PDA: er och alla möjliga små gismoprylar som finns, programvara 

som finns till då, hur ska vi då kunna lära andra att använda det. Så att det är väldigt 

viktigt och vi tror också att det ger ett förtroende för, som en kund. Om jag hade 

kommit ut som en kund och ska sälja en lösning för en PDA och inte själv vet hur 

PDA: n funkar så… 

T- Finns det något som ofta irriterar dig, om du använder telefon eller dator eller 

så…som du kan säga direkt?  

M- Jag tror att man blir luttrad, tyvärr, höll jag på att säga. Om vi tittar här, vi sitter 

ju i en blandad miljö där folk sitter på Linux och Microsoft, på Windowsmaskiner 

och vissa saker kraschar och man är ganska luttrad som användare och man 

accepterar det mesta om sin dator och även telefonen kanske har taskig programvara, 

så att man kanske funderar lite på varför, försöker analysera lite bakom varför det 

gick tokigt. Eftersom vi själva utvecklar programvara så… Men visst det kan vara 

frustrerande att, det som jag sa innan om folk, jag kan förvänta mig att folk använder 

mail då, att jag tycker att det kan vara frustrerande att inte få svar på ett mail som jag 

väntar mig. Så att man får den responsen då. Sånt kan vara frustrerande men det är 

inte så att saker står och faller med det.  

K- Och inte när det gäller användandet av menyer och när det tar för lång tid, då kan 

det vara irriterande också? 

M- Jo, det kan man bli irriterad på och det är som man ser, det är också en sak som 

vi när det gäller svarstid och förståelse för. Om vi tittar på mobilt Internet jämfört 

med om du sitter med bredbandsuppkoppling så att säga. Jag menar att där sitter du 

med hur mycket flås som helst på nätet och där sitter du med en mobil enhet, där du 
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för det första rör dig mellan, springer omkring mellan olika celler. Täckningen går 

upp och ner hela tiden och det bryts och man får en förståelse för det när man håller 

på och utvecklar för det, att det kraschar ibland och varför det tar tid ibland. Men det 

är inte säkert att en vanlig användare har det och jag tror att folk kommer att bli lite 

frustrerade när det gäller 3G. De förväntar sig att nu ska vi kunna titta på långfilmer i 

WAP ute i lappmarken i princip då, men att det kommer att vara väldigt mycket 

sådant krux även där så att säga, men det är viktigt när man utvecklar tjänster så att 

säga på mobila enheter att man har i åtanke att även om man får lite bättre bredband 

framöver så att säga så ska man ändå vara ganska så… 

K- Man ska inte erbjuda för mycket då… 

M- Nä, man ska inte slösa på resurserna. Är du snål med resurserna och inte slösar 

utan ser till att du verkligen nyttjar din bandbredd istället så kommer vi att få 

stabilare produkter istället. 

Men jag har alltid tyckt att sådana här ämnen är…Jag satt och tittade, jaha har du 

nätuppkoppling till den, det har du inte va?(pekar på MD-spelaren) 

T- Nätkoppling? 

M- Att du kan ladda ner MP3-låtar till den eller så… 

K- Nä, det tror jag inte 

T- Nä, tror inte det. 

J- Det är ju skolan så… 

K-Det är nog bara inspelning… 

J- Den har optisk line-in i alla fall. 

M- Sådan här NetMD som de kallar det. Jag har alltid varit fascinerad av både 

hemelektronik och även vad gäller datorer och så. Jag har inte haft någon VIC20 (?) 

eller någon Commodor 64.  

T- Ja, det var våra frågor så vi ska inte ta upp er tid… 

M- Det är bara roligt att ha er här..” 
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